March 30, 1992

To: Members of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences

From: Martin H. Israel

Re: Faculty Meeting, April 10, 1992, 4:00 p.m.

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences will hold its last regularly scheduled meeting of 91-92 at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, April 10, 1992 in Crow Hall, Room 201. Prior to the meeting tea will be served in Compton 241 at 3:30 p.m.

The Faculty Council has approved the following agenda:

1. Approval of the minutes of the meeting of the Faculty of February 28, 1992.
2. Announcements.
3. Approval of May 1992 list of candidates for A. B. degree.
4. Report of the President of the Council of Students of Arts and Sciences.
5. Report of an Arts and Sciences member of the Senate Council.
6. Report of the Chair of the Advisory Committee on Tenure, Promotion and Personnel.
9. Report of the Council of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, including results of spring election, and
   a. Consideration of Resolution A
   b. Consideration of Resolution B
   c. Consideration of Resolution C
10. Report of the Curriculum Committee concerning approval of course changes, and
    a. Consideration of Resolution D
11. Other matters which may be brought before the Faculty.

Enclosures: - Minutes of Faculty Meeting of February 28, 1992
              - May 1992 A.B. Degree candidate list
              - Resolution A proposed by the Faculty Council
              - Resolution B proposed by the Faculty Council
              - Resolution C proposed by the Faculty Council
              - Report of the Curriculum Committee on the State of the Distribution Requirement
              - Resolution D proposed by the Curriculum Committee
The meeting of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences was called to order at 4:07 p.m. in Room 201 of Crow Hall; Dean Martin H. Israel presiding. There were 43 persons in attendance.

I The minutes of the meeting of the Faculty of October 25 were approved as submitted.

II Announcements:

Dean Israel acknowledged the heroism of Dr. Lynne Breakstone in her rescue of a graduate student from the attack of two pit bull dogs. He announced that the Richmond Heights City Council has moved to enforce constraint of such animals as a consequence of this incident.

Dean Salamon announced a record number of new undergraduate student applications. She thanked faculty members for their continued participation in the reception of prospective new student visitors and in the evaluation of candidates for special scholarships.

Dean Wilson announced that the graduate school also is experiencing a record number of applications for new admissions. He noted their general high quality and thanked those who helped in reviewing graduate applications.

The University Taskforce on Minority Scholarships has submitted comments to the U.S. Department of Education articulating Washington University's strong opposition to the Department's proposed guidelines on financial aid for minority students. These guidelines would preclude institutional support for minority-targeted scholarships and fellowships such as those offered in our highly successful Ervin Scholarship and Chancellor's Graduate Fellowship Programs for African Americans. The basis for the Department of Education's position is the allegation that minority-targeted institutional aid constitutes a violation of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Our comments suggest alternative language permitting such aid under specified conditions and include a rationale for the legality of this alternative. It was mentioned that other institutions have been slow to follow Washington University's leadership in voicing opposition to the proposed guidelines and that those with colleagues at other institutions may wish to urge them to take action prior to the expiration of the comment period on March 9.

III The report of the Curriculum Committee was presented by Dean Wayne Hanebrink. After additions and corrections to the previously circulated form the report was approved without dissent.

IV The report of the President of the Council of Students of Arts and Sciences was presented by Vice President Michelle Zimmerman in the absence of President Meke Smith. She thanked members of the faculty who participated in the symposium of February 18 on "Arab-Israeli Peace Prospects". She announced that teaching awards will be given in the four categories of Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities, and Large Freshman/100 Level Classes. A program of peer consulting through files on specific courses is being inaugurated by CSAS, and a program of student-faculty liaison on a departmental basis is being organized.

V The report of the Arts and Sciences member of the Senate Council, Professor Michael Friedlander, en-
numerated the three main topics occupying the Council at present as: 1) scholarship programs for minority students, 2) re-opening of the issue of gender-based pay inequities in schools not previously responsive on the subject, and 3) continuing dissatisfaction with the parking situation.

VI The report from the Council of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences was read by Professor Martha Storandt, Chair. She asked for additions to the slate of candidates for offices and committees that had been circulated. There being none, the slate was approved unanimously. Ballots for the positions controlled by Arts and Sciences will be distributed next week.

Two other items to be brought to the Faculty in April by the Council are:

1) Updating the "Greenbook" Manual of Procedures is required periodically and preparation is almost complete. Some items contained in it will require votes by the Faculty, and resolutions will be presented for the April meeting.

2) The office of Ombudsperson, established in 1974 at the request of undergraduate students is now being recommended for extension to cover graduate students. Appointment procedures will require votes and agreement among the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the Council of Students of Arts and Sciences, and the Graduate Council.

VII There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 4:35 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

J. Ely Shrauner
Secretary
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RESOLUTION A

Presented by the Faculty Council for consideration at the April 10, 1992 meeting of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.

Resolved

The regulations governing the Advisory Committee on Tenure, Promotion, and Personnel, originally adopted by the Faculty at its meeting on October 25, 1985, be amended as follows:

In Section B.1.c underlined words are to be added:

A member of the Committee who is also a member of the candidate's department may participate in regular sessions but may not attend those parts of executive sessions that deal with the candidate, and may not vote on the question;

Explanation

The present wording is ambiguous. It could be interpreted as stating that a committee member who is a member of the candidate's department can be present at the executive session concerning the candidate and is merely prohibited from contributing to the discussion.

The amended wording (i.e., may not attend) is congruent with current and past practice, and no disagreement has arisen about this practice. The Faculty Council merely wishes to recommend clarification of what it considers an ambiguity in wording.
RESOLUTION B

Presented by the Faculty Council for consideration at the April 10, 1992 meeting of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.

Resolved

The regulations establishing the Office of Ombudsman, originally adopted by the Faculty at its meeting on May 3, 1974 be amended as follows:

Bracketed words to be deleted; underlined words to be added.

4. The ombudsman shall be appointed by a committee of six, composed of [an equal number of] two members [from] of the Faculty Council [and], two members of the Council of Students of Arts and Sciences, and two members (one student, one faculty) of the Graduate Council.

5. An annual evaluation-report shall be made by the ombudsman to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, [and] to the Council of Students of Arts and Sciences, and to the Graduate Council.

Explanation

At present the ombudsman deals only with complaints from undergraduate students. The proposed amendment would explain this charge to include graduate students.
RESOLUTION C

Presented by the Faculty Council for consideration at the April 10, 1992 meeting of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences.

Resolved

A quorum shall be defined as 50 voting members; this definition of quorum supersedes any provision setting the size of a quorum in Eliot's Basic Rules of Order.

Explanation

Except as otherwise specified by duly passed resolution of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Eliot's Basic Rules of Order are followed in the conduct of all meetings. These rules specify that a quorum is a majority of the total membership. They also state that many large organizations provide for a quorum substantially less than a majority.

There are approximately 350 voting members of the Faculty. It is often the case that substantially fewer than a majority of the voting members attend Faculty meetings. For the Faculty to conduct its business in an orderly fashion, the Faculty Council recommends that a quorum be defined as 50 voting members, approximately one-seventh of the total membership.

Advance notice of the business to be conducted at any meeting of the Faculty must be sent to all members at least one week in advance. No binding resolution can be passed at any meeting if it has not been included with the agenda. This requirement assures that a small group cannot decide the course of action on controversial issues.
THE STATE OF THE DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENT

In light of national debates on undergraduate education, the College Curriculum Committee decided in the Fall of 1989 that it would be useful to undertake a review of the current system of distribution requirements, which has been in use by the College of Arts and Sciences since 1979. Following extensive internal discussions, as well as a survey—via questionnaire—of some 120 written opinions expressed by juniors, seniors, and individual professors of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, the Committee has compiled the following recommendations and a resolution that it wishes the Faculty to consider.

Recommendations:

1) Although a College-wide language requirement has the strong support of only a very small segment of the Arts and Sciences community, the Committee recommends that all departments of the university reconsider the need for foreign languages within the context of their major and minor requirements. If, in the judgment of a given department, knowledge of a foreign language is deemed indispensable—or even highly desirable—for mastery of the discipline, the Committee recommends that the department consider requiring, or at minimum highly recommending, courses which provide such knowledge for its students.

   Departments in the humanities and social sciences might choose, in particular, to require language facility for candidates for Senior Honors in their fields. Whenever possible, departments should validate and reward the use of readings in foreign languages as part of preparation for essays, theses, and the like.

2) Those departments that currently offer courses fulfilling Category A (Natural Sciences) of the distribution requirements should continue to expand appropriate offerings in their respective disciplines, particularly for non-science majors. The Committee commends the departments of Biology, Earth Sciences, and Physics for recent additions which treat the natural sciences in their social contexts, and would welcome similar courses in Chemistry, e.g. Chemistry as it relates to the environment. Further recommendations include more offerings in the history of science and laboratory-based courses that offer "hands on" experience. Departments not currently offering courses in category A, such as Psychology and Mathematics, are encouraged to create alternatives that might also fulfill this requirement. Any course developed in line with these recommendations will require approval by the Curriculum Committee in accordance with standard procedures.
RESOLUTION D: Proposal to Diversify the Non-Western Cultures Aspect of the Distribution Requirements.

Discussion

The Q requirement as now formulated groups several different areas of inquiry into a single catch-all category. The present category, as defined in degree requirements, includes courses in Latin American, Asian, African, and Afro-American culture. Such a grouping suggests an equivalence between very distinct phenomena.

Liberal education might be best served by including in a planned curriculum the most diverse sources and areas of knowledge. This breadth encourages students to use a comparative approach through which each area is better understood. Acknowledging minority experience, and therefore the complexity of American culture, is a very different intellectual endeavor from studying non-European societies outside the United States. Resolution D recognizes both the variety of cultural experiences and the centrality of gender in the organization of societies.

The division of Q into three parts will allow the curriculum to reflect an expanded and more coherent understanding of cultural difference. Although it requires students to select courses from only two of the different categories, this revision will encourage students to examine all three dimensions in their studies. In principle it does not add to the total of courses required for distribution; it simply adds to their diversification.

Resolution

Whereas the University community recognizes the need for increased knowledge of issues pertaining to minority groups in the United States, to non-European societies outside of the United States, and to questions of gender,

Be it therefore resolved that:

The notes to the formal statement of the Distribution Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree in the College of Arts and Sciences be amended as follows:

[Of the nine courses required under categories B, C, D, E, F, and G, at least] one or more courses must be chosen from [an] approved lists of courses [dealing with Latin American, Asian, African, or Afro-American culture.] in at least two of the following categories: minority groups (African-Americans, Asian-Americans, Hispanic-Americans, and Native Americans) in the United States (designated by P); non-European societies outside of the United States (designated by O); gender studies (designated by R).
3. [A course may be listed in only one distribution requirement category.] Courses that fulfill categories P, O, and R may—but need not necessarily—also count toward fulfillment of categories B through G.

Omit language in brackets; add underlined language.

Examples of courses that the Curriculum Committee believes might be submitted as potentially fulfilling the new designations:

**P**
- AFAS 101B, 102B - Introduction to Afro-American Studies
- ELit 314 - American Indian Literature from Mythtime to Modern Time
- Hist 261C - History of Racial Minorities, 1600-1865
- Hist 388C, 397C - Black America to the Civil War
- Pol Sci 448 - African-Americans and the Political System

**Q**
- Anthro 318C - The Prehistory of Africa
- Art-Arch 4462 - The History and Monuments of Peking
- East Asia 229C - Oriental Philosophies
- French 443 - Contemporary Francophone Literature
- Hist 313C, 314C, 315C - Islamic History, 622-1200
  Islamic History, 1200-1800
  The Middle East in Modern Times, 1800 to the Present
- Pol Sci 326B - Latin American Politics
- Span 335C, 336C - Spanish American Literature I, II

**R**
- Comp Lit 4491 - French Feminism and Its American Reception
- Ital 432 - Women Writers of the 20th Century
- JNE 306 - Women Writers of the 20th Century
- M Heb 340 - Israeli Women Writers
- Psych 309 - Homosexuality: Social and Psychological Aspects
- STA 210B - Changing Sex Roles
- WS 100B - Introduction to Women's Studies
- WS 208B - Masculinities: Challenge and Reaction

The Committee thinks that some courses which are not sufficiently general to satisfy categories A-G might nonetheless fulfill well the goals of Resolution D.

Submitted by the Curriculum Committee
April 10, 1992
The following students have submitted an intent to graduate to the University Registrar. Until faculty turn in grades this semester for seniors, it will not be known whether these candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree have fulfilled all degree requirements.

Abella, Benjamin S - Biology
Absolonsen, Kent A - Economics
Actman, Laurie A - Political Science
Adler, Nicole - Economics
Adler, Robert E - English Lit.
Admussen, Benjamin - French
Adrian, Bonnie - Anthropology
Agee, Richard B - Economics
Aiman, Daniel J - Anthropology
Albright, Dacarla M - French
Alexander, Laurel A - Italian
Aioni, Rachel J - Political Science
Alsmann, Deanne M - English Lit.
Alter, Robert E - Economics
Amira, Michele E - Economics
Anand, Shaun S - Biology
Anderson, Jason M - Anthropology
Anderson, James L - Mathematics
Anise, Olabomi T O - Political Sci.
Ardnt, Christine A - Political Sci.
Ascher, Jonathan E - History
Asher, Cecily B - Educational Stds.
Atai, Namita S - Biology
Auslander, Helena H - Psychology
Averne, David E - Spanish
Ayers, Graham McNeil - History
Bae, Simon Wan Jun - Biology
Baer, Michael T - Biology
Balsam, Patricia M - Spanish
Barber, Melissa J - Biology
Barish, Adam N - Drama
Barone, Jeffrey J - Economics
Barry, Kyle C - Political Science
Bass, David R - Political Science
Bateman, Timothy R - Biology
Bates, Stephanie - Women's Stds.
Beazley, Brendan F - Architecture
Belasky, Bryan D - English Lit.
Benbrook, Sarah S - Mathematics
Berg, Kevin I - Economics
Berger, Corey N - Economics
Berke, Andrew E - Spanish
Berkvist, Andrew J - Psychology
Bernstein, Laura M - Architecture
Beron, Ernest - History
Betz, Heidi A - Earth & Pl. Sci.
Blasingame, Joshua S - Political Sci.
Blevins, Tracy L - Biology
Blitz, Cynthia L - French

Blocher, Nissa C - Psychology
Block, Hilary M - Psychology
Bloom, Randi I - Psychology
Blum, Andrea L - History
Bomba, Kristen L - English Lit.
Boodman, Jeffrey R - History
Borgmann, Karl A - Biology
Bowland, Christopher Y - English Lit.
Boyle, Padraig A - Architecture
Braaten, Erika J - History
Braun, Stuart A - English Lit.
Breitbach, Jennifer A - English Lit.
Breiter, James M - Economics
Brinkmann, Margaret A - Mathematics
Brodie, Jacob W - Germanic Lang, & Lit.
Brodie, Jill A - Political Science
Broeder, Jennifer A - Anthropology
Brokaw, Amanda P - Spanish
Bron, William H - Political Science
Bronson, Joanne M - Psychology
Brooks, Kirsten A L - Political Science
Broudy, Matthew S - English Lit.
Brown, Emily C - Psychology
Brown, Erika K - Psychology
Brown, Holly A - Political Science
Brown, Kimberly M - Psychology
Brown, Lisa B - Psychology
Bruce, Erika L - Political Science
Brumer, Adena S - Drama
Bruton, Scott A - History
Bryan, Jeremy D - English Lit.
Buckman, Shaavhree Y - Biochemistry
Burch, Robert B - Political Science
Burdick, Julia M - Religious Studies
Burns, Kristin L - Educational Stds.
Busch, Dara S - Art History and Arch.
Butcher, Sarah C - Biology
Bute, Virginia M - Architecture
Cacek, Jeffrey T - English Lit.
Cady, James A - Political Science
Calvin, Heather M - History
Campbell, Lisa M - History
Canlas, Elaine T - Classics
Cantratta III, James J - History
Capio, Christopher J - History
Carfield, Ronald D - Economics
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts Degree
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Carodine, Tracie R - Biology
Castelloe, John M - Biology
Cesario, Karin B - History
Ceusters, Daniel S - Political Science
Chamberlain, Aaron K - Biochemistry
Chambliss, Stephanie A - Biology
Chang, Rita Y - Biology
Chapa, Jeff B - Biology
Chatterjee, Ani - Biology
Chen, Belinda - Biology
Chen, Michellee S - Biology
Chen, William - Mathematics
Cheng, Yi-Mei - Chemmistry
Choi, Wayne W - Chemistry
Chizewer, Julie R - Art Hist.and Arch.
Cho, Gina - Economics
Chong, Holly K - Psychology
Church, Laura A - Architecture
Cissell, Cheryl L - Architecture
Clark, Jeffrey H - Political Science
Clark, John W - Economics
Clarke, Michael S - Political Science
Cleveland, Michael - English Literature
Coe, Tracy M - Political Science
Coelho, Andrew H - Architecture
Cohen, Eric R - Chemistry
Cohen, Ilise S - Anthropology
Cohen, Lisa A - Political Science
Cohen, Mark F - Economics
Cohen, Morris M - Political Science
Cohn, Douglas C - Drama
Coleman, David H - Biology
Colista, Celia D - Economics
Conner, Sharon L - History
Cooper, Kimberly A - Psychology
Cordes, Sonya L - Germanic Lang. & Lit.
Cornell, Suzanne N - Educational Studs.
Craft, Christopher D - History
Cromwell, Clayton D - Mathematics
Crook, Gretchen L - Mathematics
Cullison, James W - Biology
Dames, Nicholas J - English Literature
Dana, Julie C - Political Science
Dansky, Lyssa R - History
Davidian, Lauri A - Music
Davis, Amy V - Psychology
Davis, Chips J - Elementary Education
Dawson, Philip E - Chemistry
Day, Michael L - Biology
Dekoter, Bradley J - Economics
Dennis, Sarah M - Anthropology
Dick, Carolyn J - Economics
Dimson, Otobia - Biology
Dindot, John L - Chemistry
Dix, Amy R - Economics
Dolgoff, Scott - Political Science
Dong, Tammy M - Biology
Dorn, Marlee E - French
Draizin, Adam R - History
Dressel, Kristine M - Political Science
Duffy, Mignon C - Special Major
Duncan, Woodrow T - Chemistry
Dunn, Brian B - French
Dvork, Stacy A - Political Science
Dwyer, Sean T - Political Science
Easley, Shaundra D - Psychology
Edmonds, Daniel C - Comparative Lit.
Edwards, Malcolm G - Spanish
Eisenberg, Michael E - Mathematics
Eisner, Seth H - History
Elliot, Aaron A - Economics
Elliot, Andrea L - Chinese
Ellis, Beatrice R - Drama
Emery, Ursula S - Architecture
Engel, Margaret E - History
Erber, Stephanie L - Psychology
Erhard, Heather A - Psychology
Esquela, Aurora F - Biology
Evans, Sherrie D - African & Afro-Amer. Stds.
Fabbri, Marilyn - Biology
Fair, Keri L - Biology
Fang, Constance Ta-Kong - French
Farag, Karim F B - Architecture
Fasbinder, Brent A - Architecture
Feder, Samantha B - History
Felder, Adrienne M - French
Feldman, Elena K - Economics
Finger, Craig L - Political Science
Finlay, Stephanie L - Psychology
Fischer, Michael J - Biochemistry
Fischer, Stefanie L - Political. Science
Fisher, Beth A - English Literature
Fisher, Jodi A - Art History and Arch.
Fishman, Scott P - Economics
Fitch, Katherine E - Political Science
Fitzpatrick, Declan T - English Literature
Fleischman, Steven J - Psychology
Fleischmann, Amy J - Political Science
Florendo, Katherine N - English Literature
Foran, David S - Psychology
Foran, Ian B - Psychology
Foran, Joel B - Psychology
Fowler, Natalie L - Psychology
Franke, Donna L - Anthropology
Frankel, Thomas E - History
Freeman, Laurel A - Anthropology
French, Jennifer - Art History and Arch.
Freund, Jennifer B - Mathematics
Friedel, Evan A - Psychology
Friedman, Laura - English Literature
Fritz, Nicole R - Art History and Arch
Frueh, Walter T - Physics
Fuqua, Terry B - Architecture
Gaddy, Todd - Psychology
Gado, Karim M - Germanic Lang. and Lit.
Emmens II, Gregory H - History
Earley, Mark A - Math
Gaidis, Katherine L - Germanic Lang. & Lit.
Gallahue, Fiona E - Psychology
Garcia, Ruel B - Economics
Gartner, Elaina M - Biology
Gaspar, Damon B - History
Gaundner, Alisa L - Economics
Geist, Steven T - Biology
Geller, Laurie S - Chemistry
Gentine, Kristin M - Psychology
Gerstein, Craig H - History
Geyer, Maya A - Performing Arts
Gherardini, Jeffrey A - Architecture
Gibbs, Kathryn - History
Gifford, James S - English Literature
Gillett, Dylan J - English Literature
Ginsburg, Adam S - History
Gittens, Christopher D - History
Glubka, Jennifer S - Psychology
Gluska, Rebecca N - Psychology
Goettinger, Viva K - History
Golden, Lauren R - Drama
Goldfarb, James K - History
Goldman, William A - Economics
Goodman, Peter J - Political Science
Goot, Caryn L - Political Science
Gordon, Peter J - English Literature
Graff, Christine J - History
Graham, Alison N - Biology
Graham, Michael A - English
Grand, Aaron G - Biology
Greene, Jeffrey M - Architecture
Greenfield, Tamara A - Art Hist and Arch.
Greenwald, Dana A - Economics
Gregg, Melanie E - French
Greiff, Russell D - Political Science
Gressin, Jill B - Spanish
Gross, Kana L - Political Science
Gross, Paula M - Biology
Grossman, Andrew T - Political Sci.
Grossman, Jeffrey S - English Literature
Gruenstein, Daniel H - Biology
Gulkin, Stephanie - Economics
Ha, Edward H - Chemistry
Haber, Andrew T - Special Major
Hacker, Jason E - Political Science
Haggstrom, David A - English Literature
Hamacher, Marcus R - Mathematics
Hammer, Tracy A - Psychology
Hammond, Christopher - Economics
Hanaway, Christopher W - Classics
Handel, Allison R - Political Science
Handschu, Wenonah - Biochemistry
Hanson, Amy L - Economics
Harbus, Alexandra J - Psychology
Hardin, Matthew E - Economics
Hardy, Johnette D - Psychology
Harnly, Ann M - French
Harpak, Michal - Psychology
Harris, David A - Political Science
Hartman, Jeremiah E - History
Hartmann, Christine M - Psychology
Hausman, Jennifer S - Anthropology
Hawley, Kimberly J - Biology
Hawn, Thomas C - Architecture
Haynes, Kendra E - Architecture
Head, Stacey A - Psychology
Hefferman, Lisa C - History
Heidemann, Catherine R - Psychology
Hellmuth, John E - Architecture
Hemmelgarn, Zachary D - Architecture
Henderson, Hattie E - Biology
Henly, Nancy G - Anthropology
Herron, Hilary D - English Literature
Herschberg, Jonathan S - English Literature
Hess, Benjamin A - Drama
Hickam, Brian A - English Literature
Hicks, Carla R - Biology
Hingsbergen, Gregory T - Psychology
Hobbs, Kelly L - Political Science
Hofmann, David E - Architecture
Hoffman, Dana Lynn - Psychology
Hoffman, David B - Economics
Hoffman, Nickole A - Biology
Hohlt, Brian R - History
Holden, Lauren M - Psychology
Hoover, Julie B - Biology
Hornstein, Deborah R - Psychology
Hornstein, Tami L - Psychology
Horowitz, Paul E - English
Hosseikus, Nicole H - Psychology
Hou, Benjamin B - Biology
Howell, Ashley E - French
Hufford, Scott A - Biology
Hughes, Samuel L - Psychology
Hussain, Tasneem - English Literature
Hyman, Garrett S - Spanish
Irwin, Julie E - Architecture
Isaacson, Kenneth S - Economics
Isaacson, Orna Bellman - Psychology
Jacobs IV, Lew W - Economics
Jacobson, Shoshanna Y - Education Stds.
Jaffe, Eric K - Political Science
Janssen, Matthew J - Architecture
Jasper, Tobi I - Psychology
Jeddeloh, Jeffrey A - Biology
Jen, Shyian S - Biology
Jessie, Kimberly A - Psychology
Jett, Jennifer M - French
Johnson, Erica A - Economics
Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts Degree
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Johnson, Sara M - Economics
Johnson, Teresa M - Economics
Jones, David A - French
Jones, Jana R - Economics
Jones, Sundra P - Biology
Jordan, Amy M - Political Science
Judge, Rachael L - Architecture
Juergens, Stephen J - Political Sci.
Julien, Sarah K - History
Juster, Stefanie A - English Lit.
Kaban, Jody M - Psychology
Kahaner, Susan H - Economics
Kahn, Lisa R - Anthropology
Kalev, Edya S - Art Hist/Arch
Kaliner, Daniel J - Economics
Katz, Elizabeth J - Psychology
Katz, Elizabeth P - Spanish
Katz, Michael E - English Lit.
Katz, Naomi F - Psychology
Keen, Marian L - Psychology
Kellogg, John L - Economics
Kelsey, Elizabeth - Economics
Kerr, Elizabeth L - Art Hist/Arch
Khomamd, Faranak
Klein, Nicole R - Russian
Klaverlein, Tanya M - Germ. Lang & Lit.
Knapplein, Michelle B - Mathematics
Kohan, Peter L - History
Kolff, Tara A - Architecture
Kiely, Tara J - Architecture
Kim, Chinsoo L - Economics
Kirmani, Sobia - Psychology
Kisen, Darren J - Economics
Klaus, Karen J - Psychology
Kleine, Andrew W - Political Sci.
K.J. Unle, Nicole R - Russian
Knapplein, Tanya M - Gem. Lang & Lit.
Knapplein, Michelle B - Mathematics
Kohr, Bradley G - Architecture
Koily, Tara J - Architecture
Klop, Tara A - Architecture
Kolosnky, Jennifer M - Psychology
Komlynn, Lorie K - Psychology
Kotler, Suzan H - Economics
Krackow, Andrew K - History
Kreider, Linda - Psychology
Kresch, Jodie L - Art Hist.and Arch.
Krishnakopalan, Sreenandh - Psych.
Kudva, Vandana - Biology
Kuhlmeier, Kris A - Asian Studies
Kula, Kristi A - Psychology
Kullback, Carl W - Economics
Kumar, Suneel S - Biology
Kuo, Kathleen - Psychology
Kurland, Meredith A - Psychology
Kurtin, Sarah E - Art Hist and Arch.
Lacy, Peter T - Biology
Lakshminarayana, Venkatesh - Biology
Landau, Scott E - Psychology
Landon, Jara K - Political Science
Lang, Christine R - Latin American Studies
Lapidus, Kevin S - Economics
Lappas, Tracy A - History
Lauderdale, Lance E - Architecture
Lauer, Gregg A - Classics
Leapman, Rebecca L - Psychology
Lee, Hans P - History
Leff, Kevin J - English Literature
Lerner, Daniel J - Political Science
Lerner, Jonathan E - Political Science
Levinson, Michael A - Architecture
Levitt, Melissa - Political Science
Levy, Melanie J - Comparative Arts
Levy, Ori - Psychology
Lewis, Audrey J - Political Science
Lewis, Michele A - Architecture
Lichtman, Jami B - Philosophy
Lieberman, John P - Biology
Lieberman, Marla B - Architecture
Lindauer, Lisa R - Economics
Lindsey, Robert R - Mathematics
Linick, Randi S - Psychology
Linn, Jordi E - Anthropology
Lipitz, Stacey J - Economics
Litow, Shari E - Chinese
Lloyd, James R - History
Loney, John A - Mathematics
Lonsday, Brian P - Architecture
Lopez, Mariel - Chemistry
Lores, Kristin L - Architecture
Lowsky, Randy S - Psychology
Lu, Brett Yuan-Hsing - Biology
Lubekzy, Sandra - Political Science
Lubin, Rory L - Political Science
Lucchesi, Lee D - Economics
Luders, Jurgen C - Biology
Lukasik, Lisa M - Psychology
Lust, Kimberly A - Chemistry
Luzenby, Paul A - Architecture
Lynch, Dennis F - Architecture
Macgillivray, Walter K - Educational Stds.
Mack, Lisa R - Biology
Mackey, Jennifer A - Political Science
Majewski, Renee - Spanish
Majewski, Renate - Biology
Major, Lance P - Psychology
Maltz, Jeffrey S - English Literature
Mandal, Konoy K - Chemistry
Mandelbaum, Matthew D - History
Marinoff, Fern A - Architecture
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Markus, Michael H  - English Lit.
Marlowe, Brett A  - Economics
Martí, Maria R  - Architecture
Matus, Larry M  - Political Science
Maugham, Kevin R  - Biology
Maul, John S  - Political Science
Mautner, Michelle E  - Psychology
Maves, Lisa A  - Biology
May, Elise B  - Economics
May, Leslie A  - Elementary Educ.
McCahan, Jennilyn  - History
McCarthy, Brian A  - Spanish
McCarthy, Kathleen J  - Biology
McClellan, Carol L  - History
McDaniel, Stephanie L  - Architecture
McDermott, Margaret A  - Psychology
McKelvey, Robert C  - Biology
McNear, Michael S  - Biology
McNeil, Benita L  - Political Science
McNeil, Patsy M  - Anthropology
Meagher, Annemarie  - Psychology
Melchner, Gordon I  - Political Sci.
Menachem, Lauren S  - Political Sci.
Milens, Andrea F  - Psychology
Millard, Paige A  - Biology
Miller, Alexa S  - Drama
Miller, Abby  - Comparative Arts
Miller, Michele A  - Biology
Millman, Francine  - Anthropology
Milsen, Julie L  - Germ. Lang & Lit.
Minnick, Mark W  - History
Minor, Nicole T  - Biology
Mitchell, Kristen K  - Biology
Mitchell, Jr. Don N  - Economics
Moazzam, Farnaz  - Chemistry
Moger, Andrew J  - Political Science
Moix, Jennifer R  - Psychology
Moore, Trevena B  - Chemistry
Morris, David E  - Chemistry
Morrison, Scott F  - Biology
Mosblech, Genevieve M  - Psychology
Mould, Thomas C  - English Lit.
Mowery, Krystel L  - Japanese
Muir, Katherine  - Biology
Musikar, Iliana T  - Spanish
Myung, Karen S  - Biology
Nahmod, Daniel S  - Economics
Nakatani, Warren Y  - Biology
Nathan, Rodney D  - Biology
Nelson, Dana C  - Spanish
*Mulkerin, Matthew Paul

Nemer, Bradley J  - Political Science
Newman, Emily R  - French
Nguyen, Hang Thi Kim  - Chemistry
Niedringhaus, Kristina L  - Political Science
Nilson, C Bradley  - Biology
Nissenbaum, Julie B  - Political Science
Nolan, Lori A  - Dance
Novak, Steven M  - Political Science
Nuckolls, Margaret L  - Art Hist. and Arch.
O'Brien, Erin E  - Elementary Education
O'Keefe, Ann M  - Political Science
O'Neal, John Alexander  - Political Science
O'Grosky, John Kirk  - Economics
Ohnishi, Hiroshi  - Economics
Olan, Anita M  - Art Hist/ Arch.
Olson, Verena  - Architecture
Oren, Jill A  - Political Science
Orr, Timothy L  - Classics
Owens, Mark E  - Spanish
Paik, Abigail S  - Economics
Panker, Cynthia A  - Chemistry
Park, Roy H  - Mathematics
Parker, Loraine P  - Chemistry
Pashman, Stefani J  - Political Science
Pasko, Steven J  - Economics
Patel, Dheeresh J  - Economics
Payne, Dexter C  - Philosophy
Pearl, Raphael A  - Psychology
Peluso, Dale C  - Biology
Penner, Michele L  - Anthropology
Peters, Maureen A  - Biology
Pham, Thao H A  - Biology
Philipsborn, Mari  - Anthropology
Pitts, Leslie M  - Mathematics
Poellinger, Kristi A  - Biology
Pollack, Kenan L  - Political Science
Powell, Mary S  - Biology
Power, Nicholas E  - Economics
Principe, Michael J  - Political Science
Proper, Robin  - Psychology
Pullen, Heidi E  - English Literature
Purves, Sara B  - African and Afro-Am. Stds.
Quirindongo, Rico L  - Architecture
Rackley, Christopher T  - Classics
Rader, Wayne R  - Psychology
Radick, Jason L  - Biology
Rajhansa, Dipak A  - Political Science
Rebeck, Stephane C  - English Literature
Reddy, Padma P  - Psychology
Reddy, Svathi M  - Biology
Reed, Jennifer J  - Anthropology
Reichert Francine A  - Psychology
Rice, Alexander N - Architecture  
Riedl, Dale E - Architecture  
Rifkin, Michelle L - Economics  
Rigel, Mark J - Economics  
Ripin, David H - Chemistry  
Ritigstein, Eric S - Political Science  
Rivitz, Leslie S - Political Science  
Ro, Jenny H - Architecture  
Roe, Tracy J - Psychology  
Rome, Michael S - Economics  
Roper, Autumn Y - Earth & Pl. Sci.  
Rose, Erin C - Architecture  
Rose, Marci I - Political Science  
Rosen, David J - English Literature  
Rosenberg, Jillana B - Psychology  
Rosenblum, Robert M - History  
Rosenkrantz, Holly N - Political Science  
Rosenkranz, Andrew D - History  
Rosenow, Joshua M - Biology  
Rothman, Michael C - History  
Rovner, Adam L - English Lit.  
Royce, Carolyn G - Psychology  
Ruan, Jia - Biochemistry  
Rubeck, Ivy H - History  
Rubin, Karie E - English Lit.  
Ruffin, Andrew A - History  
Russell, Duana C - Psychology  
Rustique, Ellalinda N - Political Science  
Rybakla, Catherine A - Comp. Lit.  
Sadker, Robin J - Biology  
Samuels, Craig A - Psychology  
Samuelson, Laurie - English Lit.  
Samuelson, Melissa C - English Lit.  
Sandler, Mark A - Psychology  
Sankey, Jean M - Special Major  
Santora, Nicholas R A - Pol. Sci.  
Saravay, Leslie A - Spanish  
Sargon-Glasgow, Olivia-English Lit.  
Savage, Kari A - Economics  
Sayoc, Maria-Celina E - Psychology  
Schatten, Susan - Political Science  
Schatzman, Staci L - Art Hist. and Arch.  
Schauer, Julie L - Biology  
Scher, Sandra J - Political Science  
Scheu, David E - Architecture  
Schiel, Kimberly A - Biology  
Schinzing, Beth A - English Lit.  
Schleifer, Peter L - Anthropology  
Schleitwiler, Sarah T - Psychology  
Schmidt, Liesl E - English Literature  
Schnall, Eric M - Drama  
Schock, Pamela E - Political Sci.  
Schoetz, Jr. Robert F - History  
Schram, David M - Political Sci.  
Schroeder, David J - Architecture  
Schrott, Jason L - Asian Studies  
Schwartz, Cynthia E - Psychology  
Seeser, Adrian C - History  
Segal, William A - Biology  
Seitles, Marc D - Political Science  
Senturia, Philip A - Drama  
Serenyi, Peter S - History  
Serepca, Karen J - Psychology  
Serlin, David M - Biology  
Shack, Stephanie L - Psychology  
Shah, Amit B - History  
Shane, Steven E - Economics  
Shapiro, Oren A - Biology  
Shapiro, Suzann M - Psychology  
Sharma, Sanjay K - Chemistry  
Shaw, Leslie R - Psychology  
Shell, Andrea B - Psychology  
Shelton, Roderick W - Political Science  
Shelton, Zachary F - Anthropology  
Shewan, Brian S - Architecture  
Shill, Jennifer L - Biology  
Shiuie, Katherine M - Biology  
Shry, Eric A - Biology  
Shulman, Elaine M - Psychology  
Shulman, Shanna R M - Psychology  
Shulman, Stephanie A - History  
Siegel, Todd J - Economics  
Siegelau, Carrie B - Psychology  
Silberberg, Jason B - History  
Silverman, Sharon - Economics  
Singh, Rakesh - Political Science  
Siraaju, Shahnaz B Biology  
Sirlin, Anton B - Economics  
Siles, Carianne E - English Literature  
Slaughter, Wendy L - English Literature  
Slive, Michael J - Political Science  
Smalley III, Jennings B - Economics  
Smiley, Erica L - French  
Smith, Brad E R - Biology  
Smith, Jessica B - Political Science  
Smith, Meke T - History  
Smith, Terra J - Economics  
Smolensky, Nancy A - Political Science  
Snyderman, David J - Economics  
Sogocio, Kristina M - Spanish  
Solomon, Gary S - Psychology  
Spector, Bonnie J - Political Science  
Spector, Dana M O English Literature  
Spector, Michielle B - Political Science  
Spencer, Athena D - Mathematics  
Sprenger, Tara L - Japanese  
Srisumrid, Taweekiat - Biology  
St. Louis, Carolanne S - Biology  
Staples, Raymond F - Special Major  
Steffen, Christina M - Architecture
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Wang, Wen-Hung - Chemistry
Warburg, Matthew F - Political Science
Ware, Donna M - Architecture
Warner, Denise K - Psychology
Warner, Leona A - Political Science
Warrick, Shannon E - Drama
Wasdyke, Matthew R - Architecture
Wasserman, Evan S - Biology
Watson, Samantha J - Psychology
Waxenberg, Lori B - Psychology
Weber, Bruce P - Political Science
Weddle, Alexander M - Russian
Weil, Eric M O Biology
Weimann, Britta K - History
Weinblatt, Emily P - African & Afro-Am Stds.
Weinman, Lisa A - History
Weinstein, Natalie E - History
Welsch - Meredith J - Drama
Weiss, Carolyn P - Special Major
Weiss, Karen E - Economics
Weiss, Mitchell B - History
Weitz, Deborah - Psychology
Welch, Sara L - Japanese
Wells, Christine H - Psychology
Wen, Janice - Biology
Wertz, Anna - History
West, Kenneth W - Biology
Westgard, Karen A - Japanese
Weyman, Kelly A - Psychology
White, Carl S - Political Science
White, James R - Economics
Whitehead, William T - Archaeology
Whiteley, Brian J - Chemistry
Whitmire, Jason K - Biology
Wiewall, Jacqueline M - Biology
Wilensky, Nikola T - Drama
Wiley, Sherrie M - Mathematics
Williams, Clarissa A - Economics
Williams, David A - Architecture
Williams, Mark A - Architecture
Wilson, Beth A - Chemistry
Wilson, Kimberly J - Economics
Winter, Wayne S - Political Science
Wisniewski, Walter J - Economics
Wong, Debbie - Psychology
Wong, Scott A - Biology
Wood, Reid D - Architecture
Wooden III, William H - Economics
Wu, George C - Philosophy
Wu - Yung-C - Literature & History
Wyatt, Brian M - History
Yang, Robert K - Biochemistry
Yannella, Christopher F - History
Young, Merritt S Art Hist. S Arch

*Weiss, Michael Ernesto - Architecture
Yu, Chester D - Economics
Zagar, Eric L - History
Zander, Jennifer A - French
Zander, Jessica - Anthropology
Zheng, Mingmei - Economics
Zinser, Kelly H - Art Hist & Arch
Zopf, Elizabeth D - Art Hist & Arch.
Zubler, Todd C - Economics
Zuckerman, Richard A - Political Sci.
Zuckerman, Steven W - Political Sci.